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The smoothest way to increase an 
audio interface´s capabilities and 
incorporate 500 series modules into 
a recording and mixing setup with 
the least amount of fuss.  

8-SLOT 500 Series Rack 
Whit Premium 24 BIT 192K ADC

OST-   adat   

https://heritageaudio.net/


Unleash the full power of your audio interface.

OST-   adat   

The OST-8 adat will allow you to maximize your audio interface by providing a flexible high quality front end able to accommodate up to eight 500 series 
modules and combine them with a built-in premium 24Bit/192kH ADC.  It´s never been easier to capture, process and digitalize signals at the highest quality 
possible.

Once again Heritage Audio has relied on its tried and tested On Slot Technology to guarantee the cleanest, most protected environment for your valuable 500 
series modules.  Not only offering unmatched filtering and isolation for each slot, but you can also be sure that you´ll be getting the absolute best performance 
as each an every module is individually regulated basically providing them their own power supply and guaranteeing they receive all the juice they could ask for.

The Analog-To-Digital Converter of the OST-8 adat can operate as a MASTER unit or SLAVE to another with a BNC connector to sync to WordClock assuring a 
stable conversion.  Right out of the box you already have a top-of-the-line 8 channel converter ready to use with the possibility of gradually adding a collection of 
500 series modules to complete your own, unique recording or mixing rig.  Now, what must be one of the coolest features is that it´s possible to select 
individually, per channel, the input routed to the ADC.  This means one can choose between the signal directly from the INPUT, the signal after going through 
the 500 module or an ADC EXTERNAL IN signal.  This last option is very attractive as it gives you even more processing possibilities for your signal before the 
conversion stage.  

The OST-8 adat is sturdily built just like all of our Heritage Audio products and includes quality gold plated XLR connectors as well as having the Inputs and 
Outputs duplicated on DB25 connectors for even more convenience.  Then there´s the very popular ´LINK´ button on the back that permits you to internally 
connect one module´s output to the next, adjacent module´s input with the no need to use patch cables.  


